We propose the quantum theory for the description of gravitation interactions both at large distances and at small ones. This theory can employ both for so named "black holes" and for hadrons.
The principle of the theoretical notions adequacy to experimental data must be put in the base of the serious physical theory. It is precisely therefore we attach the fundamental importance to symmetries which's reflect the matter properties in the condensed (pithy) form. For this in the elementary particle physics is used the scattering matrix which allows to guess a form of transition operators if only for linear approximation. Because we must forecast results of future experiments, the description of physical systems states will proceeds by use of smooth functions, which it is desirable to obtain as solutions of differential equations. It is precisely therefore we shall approximate the transition operators by differential operators using the variation formalism. We note that the presence of the Universe neutrino background with the finite Fermi energy ε F is the catalytic agent of stochastic processes, but the large value of this energy causes to the determinancy of physical processes (we shall use the system of units h/(2π) = c = 1, where h is the Planck constant and c is the velocity of light). Specifically we connect the large value of the Fermi energy and the low temperature of the Universe neutrino background with the stability (or if only with the metastability) of elementary particles.
In the degenerate state background fermions of Universe, generating Fermi and Bose liquids, are weakly-interacting particles, but it is not excluded by the interaction with hadrons their exhibition as color fermions -ghosts. We do not exclude also the possibility, that in the state of the Fermi liquid they must be considered as right neutrinos and left antineutrinos with the sufficiently high Fermi energy ε F ("sterile" neutrinos and "sterile" antineutrinos [1] ). It must be exhibited in the absence of these particles by decays attributed to weak interactions of low energies (a mirror asymmetry) [1] . Note, that the transition to the classical physics proceeds by use of ε F   . We shall consider the covariant gauge theory of strong interactions in the affine connection space, on the base of which may be produced both the quantum chromodynamics and the strong gravitation theory [2] . We regard, that the standard gravitation interaction is not the fundamental one, but it is generated by collective oscillations in the Universe neutrino sea [3] . In consequence of this the weak interaction acquires the global value, because it causes the bond of neutrinos both one with the other and with charged leptons and quarks.
We consider the action which has the form as the following integral
(Λ is a Lagrangian). Here and further κ is a constant;
is the density matrix (tr  = 1,  + = , the top index "+" is the symbol of the Hermitian conjugation) and the bar means the generalized Dirac conjugation which must coincide with the standard one in particular case that is to be the superposition of Hermitian conjugation and the spatial inversion of the space-time M 4 . We shall name solutions (x) of differential equations, which are being produced by the requirement of the minimality of the integral (1), as the maximum plausible realizations of Lie local loops G r (x) [2] and we shall use for the construction of the all set of functions {(x)} (generated by the help of the transition operators).
Let
N n E  is the vector fiber space with the base M n and the projection N  , ) (x  is the arbitrary section of fibre bundle
 is the covariant derivative symbol. Let us to consider the infinitesimal substitutions defining the vector space mapping of the neighbour
) and conserving the possible linear dependence between vectors. We demand that the action Α was the invariant one with respect to the infinitesimal substitutions of the local Lie loop G r (x) conserving the type of geometrical objects. By this the components C ab c (x), alternating on down indices of the structural tensor, must satisfy to the generalized Jacobi identities That the appearance of stringent restrictions can be excluded on a Lagrangian we introduce its dependence on gauge fields B(x) [2] . Let
in the Lagrangian (1). Further fields (x) we shall name as prime ones. We denote the components of the gauge fields B(x) as:
. Probably the rank of the density matrix  equals n, but it is impossible to eliminate that the given equality is satisfied only approximately when some components of a density matrix can be neglected. In any case we shall consider that 

for considered domain n  as:
(spontaneous breaking of symmetry, fields
Let us rewrite the integral (1) in the following manner
where   is the constant which is connected with the normalization and
Since the action (5) must be invariant by infinitesimal substitutions of the Lie local loop
where
Hereinafter a selection of fields a i  and a c  are limited by the relations:
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Further it is convenient to use the following Lagrangian: 
( ab  are metric tensor components of the flat space and ab  are tensor components of a converse to basic one) then the given
Lagrangian is most suitable one at the description of the symmetry matter (all matter states are equally likely), because it is most symmetrical one concerning intensities of the gauge fields c ab F (within hadrons and within so named "black holes"). What is more we shall require the realization of the correlations: 
. We shall connect constants
 with a selection of the gauge fields   
and let 0  a b

. Besides we shall apply the decomposition of fields 
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On construction methods of the strong gravitation theory V.M. Koryukin should be connected by the relations: Of course, taking into account the absence of a bijection between the real world and the mathematical one, we can construction the maximum plausible physical theory only. It allows using an elemental description, if only for a local domain. We shall use that smooth manifolds are locally diffeomorphic ones to the Euclidean space or to the pseudo-Euclidean space in a certain neighborhood of any point. Therefore we shall choose the connection components ) (x approximately. Specifically, we shall consider that the process of the spontaneous symmetry breaking is characterized the quasi-group structure (we take account of the presence of the Universe neutrino background which is the catalytic agent of stochastic processes, including decays of elementary particles). In consequence of this it is logically connect the stability of differential equations (2) Further we shell rely on the cold plasma theory developed for the first-kind superconductor and for the second-kind superconductor. By this a nuclear matter is an analog of second-kind superconductors with respect to gluons, which's as vortices penetrate in a Bose condensate of Cooper pairs compounded from neutrinos , at the same time the vacuum with respect to gluons is an analog of first-kind superconductors. We assume that the interaction energy must depend on a number of particles and quasi-particles participating in this interaction, defining its dependence to space coordinates by means of a mean number of bosons, which's are exchanged two hadrons [4] . As a result ( n is a number of bosons):
Because the gravitation theory is constructed for r  0 and r   , then naturally we must state the collision integral (16), retaining only two summands, as 
where  1 is the hadron matter density of the first body (a particle),  2 is the hadron matter
On construction methods of the strong gravitation theory V.M. Koryukin density of the second body (a particle),  is the density of Universe background neutrinos,  s is the cross-section with the gluon emission or with the gluon absorption (the strong gravitation),  w is the cross-section with the quasi-particle emission or with the quasi-particle absorption in the neutrino collinear beam (spin waves), cementing together two hadrons and produced of the weak interaction (the standard weak gravitation) [3] . Hence discarding the addend in the formula (17), it can obtain [4] the potential as the torsion tensor components of the space M r ). Because the symmetry, characterizing the physical system, is selected in terms of experimental data, the geometrical structure is only the maximum plausible one. Hence it follows that it is desirable to use the spaces of the affine connection with the torsion for the description of particles. What is more precisely the torsion must depend on a rest mass of a particle. The assumption on the "sea" of quarks in the ground state allows using the Landau theory of the Fermi liquid considering observable particles as quasi-particles on the background of "sterile" neutrinos and "sterile" antineutrinos. The properties of the latter's must define the geometrical and topological properties of the spacetime n M . We note that the transition to the description of the slow subsystem with the help of the space-time manifold is carried when the Fermi energy ε F of "sterile" neutrinos tends to infinity. In this case the quotation-marks in the words "sterile" neutrinos can be discarded, because these neutrinos will not collide with the other particles even at very high energies of the latter. At present veritable elementary observable particles are considered charged leptons. Besides stable leptons are only electrons and positrons. We shell consider them excited states of 
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(the space dimension n is equal to 8). As a result the stability condition (19) in the momentum space for the proton is rewritten in the form:
What is more, considering so named "black holes" as hadrons with the large baryon number [5] , we can use the relationship (20) as the stability condition of theirs. By this it is inexpediently the study of the gravitation ignoring the torsion of the space n M . Considering formulae (19) and (20) for stable particles we can suggest their generalization for arbitrary particles in the form:
where the momentum space dimension n of the particle will defined by the number of degrees of freedom. Naturally that the temperature T of the internal space for unstable particles must be over the temperature  T . We suggested considering "black holes" as hadrons with very large baryonic charges [5] . It allows simulating similar objects in laboratory conditions (at high energy accelerators). Naturally, that we connect the use necessity of the quantum chromodynamics in the cosmology with the chance of the processes explanation which's go in quasars and nuclei of Seyfert galaxies with the very large energy release. The Einstein theory cannot apply for this as in it the substantial object -the space-time torsion is absent by the gravitation geometrization (the space-time torsion is the locally diffeomorphic one to the corresponding structural tensor field of the Lie local loop characterizing the symmetry of the quantum system). What is more, in the Hawking process of the "black holes" quantum evaporation is violated the conservation low of the baryonic charge, accumulated the massive collapsing star. If we shall apply this process for the description to two-photon decay of pseudoscalar neutral mesons (this low takes place), then we receive a discrepancy with experimental data (instead the increase of the particles lifetime it is reducing with the growth of their masses).
